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Abstract: Cloud computing is an emerging technology aimed at providing various computing and storage services over
the Internet. Multimedia cloud computing is generally related to multimedia computing over grids, content delivery,
server-based computing and P2P multimedia computing. Multimedia services provide an efficient, flexible, and scalable
data processing method and offer a solution for the user demands of high quality and diversified multimedia. As intelligent
mobile phones, tablets and wireless networks have begun popularize, network services for users are no longer limited to
the home. The public has started to use mobile devices to view the multimedia videos by means of streaming. All
multimedia file format is not supported by the mobile devices. Users always expect to watch file at anytime from anywhere,
no matter what changes occur in the network environments. To overcome the limited bandwidth available for mobile
streaming and different device requirements, presented a network and device-aware Quality of Service approach that
provides multimedia data suitable for a terminal unit environment. It further considering the overall network environment
and adjusting the interactive transmission frequency and the dynamic multimedia transcoding. Based on the bandwidth
value the appropriate transcoding format is selected, hence avoiding the wastage of the bandwidth and the terminal
power. QoS approach could provide efficient self adaptive multimedia streaming services for varying bandwidth
environments.
Keywords: Cloud multimedia, Adaptive QoS, Network and device aware.

I.

Introduction

Cloud computing is the use of computing resources that are delivered as a service over a network ,
typically the Internet[2]. The name comes from the use of a cloud-shaped symbol as an abstraction for the complex
infrastructure it contains in system diagrams. Cloud computing entrusts remote services with a user's data, software
and computation. The basic technique of cloud computing is derived from distributed computing and grid
computing. To provide rich media services, multimedia computing has emerged as a noteworthy technology to
generate, edit, process, and search media contents, such as images, video, audio, graphics, and so on. For multimedia
applications and services over the Internet and mobile wireless networks, there are strong demands for cloud
computing because of the significant amount of computation required for serving millions of Internet or mobile users
at the same time. In recent years, as mobile devices have developed rapidly, users have been able to access network
services anywhere and at anytime. Especially with the development of 3G and 4G networks, multimedia services
have become universal application services. Cloud multimedia services provide an efficient, flexible, and scalable
data processing method and offer a solution for the user demands of high quality and diversified multimedia.
Multimedia applications and services over wireless networks is challenging due to constraints and heterogeneities
such as limited battery power, limited bandwidth, random time-varying fading effect, different protocols and
standards, stringent QoS requirements.
Sharing is an integral part of cloud service. The request of easy sharing is the main reason the multimedia
contents occupy a large portion of cloud storage space. Conventionally, multimedia sharing happens only when the
person who shares the contents and the person who is shared with are both online and have a high-data-rate
connection. Media is usually streamed from prerecorded files but can also be distributed as part of a live broadcast
feed. In a live broadcast, the video signal is converted into a compressed digital signal and transmitted from a Web
server as multicast, sending a single file to multiple users at the same time. Streaming media is transmitted by a
server application and received and displayed in real-time by a client application called a media player. Streaming
media technologies have improved significantly since the 1990s, when delivery was typically uneven. However, the
quality of streamed content is still dependent upon the user's connection speed. Streaming media is video or audio
content sent in compressed form over the Internet and played immediately, rather than being saved to the hard drive.
With streaming media, a user does not have to wait to download a file to play it. Because the media is sent in a
continuous stream of data it can play as it arrives. Users can pause, rewind or fast-forward, just as they could with a
downloaded file, unless the content is being streamed live. Here are some advantages of streaming media:
 Makes it possible for users to take advantage of interactive applications like video search and personalized
playlists. 
 Allows content deliverers to monitor what visitors are watching and how long they are watching it. 
 Provides an efficient use of bandwidth because only the part of the file that's being transferred is the part that’s
being watched. 
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Provides the content creator with more control over his intellectual property because the video file is not stored on the
viewer's computer. Once the video data is played, it is discarded by the media player. 

Video communication over mobile broadband networks today is challenging due to limitations in bandwidth,
different device requirements and difficulties in maintaining high reliability, quality, and latency demands imposed
by rich multimedia applications. As the number of network users is rapidly increasing, bandwidth insufficiency will
occur and then network multimedia services will be affected significantly. Differing from general services that have
a high acceptance rate for packet loss, multimedia packets emphasize the correctness, sequence order and real-time
nature of packets. When a multimedia video service is applied, the service quality declines greatly while trying to
meet the demands of video transmission. As the Internet becomes the ultimate archive for all of the personal stuffs
like photos, emails, etc and it's mixed with the full streaming of content, bandwidth becomes the new hard drive.
This will be the big and hard media hurdle. Here have issues of bandwidth throttling and the ability to have
unlimited data is becoming a topic of heated discourse. Unlimited data through high speed and mobile access is
inevitability and it's also going to be an amazing media experience for the consumer. Getting the content producers,
hardware manufacturers and access providers to play nicely is where the challenge lies. This form of streaming is
inevitable, and once consumers experience it and understand it.

II. Related work
For multimedia videos, stability is of the greatest importance. No matter what the service is, users will
always expect powerful, sound and stable functions. Users expect to watch videos smoothly and at a certain level of
quality, no matter what changes occur in the network environment. However, the existing video platforms often
provide inconsistent playback, resulting from the fluctuation of network on-line quality, especially with mobile
devices, which have limited bandwidth and terminal unit hardware resources. Users often view live videos that
freeze have intermittent sound, or even failure to operate. Therefore, how to execute smooth playback with limited
bandwidth and the different hardware specifications of mobile streaming is an interesting challenge. In the previous
service, the mobile device side exchanges information with the cloud environment, so as to determine an optimum
multimedia video. Scholars have done numerous researches toward conventional platform or CDN to store different
movie formats in a multimedia server, to choose the right video stream according to the current network situation or
the hardware calculation capabilities. To solve this problem, many researchers have attempted dynamic encoding to
transfer media content, but still cannot offer the best video quality [3]. By the use of multimedia content and
applications the network traffic is increased.
Multimedia cloud computing is address from multimedia-aware cloud or media cloud and cloud-aware
multimedia or cloud media perspectives. Multimedia-aware cloud, addresses how a cloud can provide QoS for
multimedia services. Cloud media focuses on how multimedia can perform its content storage, processing,
adaptation, rendering and so on. To achieve a high QoS for multimedia services, have a media-edge cloud or MEC
architecture, in which storage, central processing unit or CPU, and graphics processing unit or GPU clusters are
presented at the edge to provide distributed parallel processing and QoS adaptation for various types of devices [2].
Using a general-purpose cloud in the Internet to deal with multimedia services may suffer from unacceptable media
QoS or QoE. Mobile devices have limitations in memory, computing power, and battery life. Thus have even more
prominent needs to use a cloud to address the tradeoff between computation and communication. It is foreseen that
cloud computing could become a disruptive technology for mobile applications and services. In mobile media
applications and services, because of the power requirement for multimedia and the time-varying characteristics of
the wireless channels, QoS requirements in cloud computing for mobile multimedia applications and services
become more stringent than those for the Internet cases.
Ferretti et al. [4] proposed a cross layer architecture to offer mobility support to wireless devices executing
multimedia applications which require seamless communications. This architecture is based on the use of pairs of
proxies, which enable the adaptive and concurrent use of different network interfaces during the communications. A
cloud computing environment is used as the infrastructure to set up dynamically the proxieson the server-side, in
accordance with the pay-as-you-go principle of cloud based services. Architecture offers always-connected services
by exploiting all the networks available to the user, and by dynamically adapting their use on the basis of their
performance and costs. Thus, architecture can provide its users with reliable communications even in presence of
vertical and horizontal handoffs, and can optimize those communications, augmenting the probability of meeting
application QoS requirements such as responsiveness, availability, continuity of the communication service. A client
proxy needs to be installed on the mobile device, while a server proxy executes over the Internet on a fixed host with
a public IP address. The cross-layer part of the architecture is confined into the client proxy which is the only
component that depends on the mobile device operating system. a server-proxy is needed for each corresponding
client, even if a given server-proxy may serve more than one client simultaneously. In addition, the server-proxy
should be located close to the client so as to reduce the network latency and optimize the server’s responsiveness.
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The disadvantage of cross layer architecture is the impact of dependability issues, such as fault tolerance and
security, on their design.
Kim et al. [5] introduced the seamless streaming of multimedia content that ensures Quality of Service over
heterogeneous networks has been a desire for many multimedia services, for which the multimedia contents should
be adapted to usage environments such as network characteristics, terminal capabilities, and user preferences.
Scalability in video coding is a good feature to meet the requirement of heterogeneous networks. The access and
consumption of multimedia content over heterogeneous networks by using diverse terminals in a seamless and
transparent way, which is referred to as Universal multimedia access or UMA, has being recognized as an essential
application in convergent environment. In UMA, video adaptation that is performed according to usage
environments such as network characteristics, terminal capabilities, and user preferences, is required to maximize
consumer experience and ensure Quality of Service . Currently, the Joint Video Team of the ISO/IEC Moving
Picture Experts Group and the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group is standardizing a new scalable video coding
standardization, called as SVC, which will become an extension to H.264/MPEG-4 AVC. Transcoding is a
technology used to reformat video content so that it can be viewed on any of the increasing number of diverse
devices on the market. A dynamic adaptation method of Scalable Video Coding using MPEG-21 Digital Item
Adaptation or DIA that can provide an optimally adapted video stream over heterogeneous networks. This method
provides scalability at a bit-stream level simultaneously with similar coding efficiency as H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [6].
There are some issues to be necessarily considered in video adaptation. First, complexity of adaptation process
should be as low as possible to react immediately to time varying network conditions. Second, video bit-stream has
to be transmitted and stored with a variety of spatio-temporal resolution and bit-rate, which provides flexibility in the
video adaptation. The video adaptation should be performed in an interoperable way to be deployed across
heterogeneous service environment.
Tan et al. [7] described media cloud that provides a cost-effective and powerful solution for the coming tide
of the media consumption. The integration of cloud computing and media processing is called media cloud. The
emergence of media cloud not only has great impact on the related research and technologies such as the architecture
of the cloud computing platform, media processing, storing, delivery, and sharing, but also has profound impact on
the commercial model, industry strategy, and even the society. Media cloud architecture consisting of five
components, cloud administrative services, ingest services which accept media input from a wide range of sources,
streaming services, video services, storage subsystems for content cache and movement, storage, and asset
management.
To reduce delay and jitter of media streaming, hence providing better QoS of multimedia services, a MEC
architecture is introduced. In this architecture, an MEC is a cloudlet which locates at the edge of the cloud.
Within an MEC, it uses P2P technology for distributed media data storage and computation. It’s composed
of storage, CPU, and GPU clusters. The MEC stores, processes, and transmits media data at the edge, thus achieving
a shorter delay. It is not unique that proxy is adopted to seamlessly integrate media cloud with the outside world,
hence provides a solution for some of the heterogeneity problems. The challenges of media cloud are seamless
integrating existing systems to the media cloud, exerting the power of media cloud, making the media cloud highly
scalable to adapt to new services and applications, making the media cloud profitable and finding innovative and
suitable applications for media cloud.
2.1 Comparison on Quality of service approaches
The parameters scalability, self adaptive service and quality of services are analyzed below in the Table 1.
Section

Approach
Used

Scalability

Self Adaptive
Service

Quality Of Service

Multimedia
Clod
Computing

MEC
Architecture

Medium

Yes

High

Dynamic and
Interoperable
Dynamic SVC

UMA and
MPEG-21
DIA

Good

Yes

Medium

Seamless
Support

Cross Layer
Architecture

Poor

No

Medium

Media Cloud

P2P Based
MEC
Architecture

Good.

No

Medium

Wireless
Interactive
Multimedia
Streaming

Dual Bit
Stream Least
Cost Scheme

Good

Yes

High
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Table 1:Comparsion On QoS Approaches

III.

Network And Device Aware QoS Approach

The wireless communications and networking protocols will ultimately bring video to our lives anytime,
anywhere, and on any device. In network and device-aware QoS approach the following parameters dynamically
adjust the communication mechanism and manage multimedia files to provide self-adaptive multimedia streaming
services according to the environmental parameters of various devices in a cloud environment. The major
contributions are
 Introduces cloud-based real time transcoding for adaptive mobile dynamic mobile environments. This can
provide a more stable streaming service and the losses of bandwidth and power in the terminal units caused by
excessive packet transmission can be reduced. 
 Used a Bayesian network environment and a multi-variable linear regression model to predict whether the
multimedia files in different formats would conform to the required real-time needs for the streaming
mechanism. 
 Determined the optimum image adjustment layers according to the environmental parameters like arithmetic
capability, electric quantity of the battery, electric consumption rate and bandwidth fed back from the device for
SVC multimedia files. 
 This used a virtual environment to simulate the overall cloud multimedia environment for the proposed
mechanism, and then used stream-limiting software to realize a prototype module of the overall architecture. 
The system provided an efficient interactive streaming service for diversified mobile devices and dynamic network
environments. When a mobile device requests a multimedia streaming service, it transmits its hardware and network
environment parameters to the profile agent in the cloud environment, which records the mobile device codes and
determines the required parameters, and then transmits them to the Network and Device-Aware Multi-layer
Management or NDAMM. The NDAMM determines the most suitable SVC code for the device according to the
parameters, and then the SVC Transcoding Controller or STC hands over the transcoding work via map-reduce to
the cloud, in order to increase the transcoding rate. Finally, the multimedia video file is transmitted to the mobile
device through the service. The architecture is given in the Fig.1.

Fig.1: Structure of Cloud-based Mobile Streaming

IV. Module Description
A. User Login Module
Only the trusted users are permitted to request and access the multimedia file via Network QoS system.
There are two options in it, watch the videos which are stored in the server and user can upload the video directly to
the server. The new user can signup to the system and enter their details like user name, password and email id. Only
it is entered that user got the permission to access the file as needed. The Fig.2 is the page for new users.
The admin can view the userlog details like name of the media file viewed, name of the user who viewed
the file with date and time also by entering the username and password. Only the admin can view these details.
www.iosrjournals.org
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Fig.2 :Signup Page
B. User Profile Module
The profile agent is used to receive the mobile hardware environment parameters and create a user profile.
The mobile device transmits its hardware specifications in XML-schema format to the profile agent in the cloud
server. The XML-schema is metadata, which is mainly semantic and assists in describing the data format of the file.
An additional profile examination is needed to provide the test performance of the mobile device and sample
relevant information. Through this function, the mobile device can generate an XML-schema profile and transmit it
to the profile agent. The profile agent determines the required parameters for the XML schema and creates a user
profile, and then transmits the profile to the DAMM for identification.
C. Network and Device Aware Multi-Layer Management (NDAMM)
The NDAMM aims to determine the interactive communication frequency and the SVC multimedia file
coding parameters according to the parameters of the mobile device. It hands these over to the STC for transcoding
control, so as to reduce the communication bandwidth requirements and meet the mobile device user’s demand for
multimedia streaming. It consists of a listen module, a parameter profile module, a network estimation module, a
device-aware Bayesian prediction module, and adaptive multi-layer selection. The interactive multimedia streaming
service must receive the user profile of the mobile device instantly through the listen module. The parameter profile
module records the user profile and determines the parameter This is provided to both the network estimation
module and the device-aware Bayesian prediction module to predict the required numerical values. Rw and Rh
represent the width and height of the supportable resolution for the device, CPavg and CP represent the present and
average CPU operating speed. Db and Db rate represent the existing energy of the mobile device and energy
consumption rate, and BW, BWavg, and BWstd represent the existing, average and standard deviation values of the
bandwidth. When this parameter form is maintained, the parameters can be transmitted to the network estimation
module and the device-aware Bayesian prediction module for relevant prediction.
D. Dynamitic Network Estimation Module (DNEM)
The DNEM is mainly based on the measurement-based prediction concept, however it further develops the
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average or EWMA. The EWMA uses the weights of the historical data and the
current observed value to calculate gentle and flexible network bandwidth data for the dynamic adjustment of
weights. In order to determine the precise network bandwidth value, the EWMA filter estimates the network
bandwidth value in which is the estimated bandwidth of the t time interval, is the sum of bandwidth of the t-1 time
interval, and the estimation difference. When the prediction error is greater than the error boundary, the system shall
reduce the weight modification of the predicted difference. When the prediction error is less, the system shall
strengthen the weight modification of the predicted difference. When the changed bandwidth of the system is greater
than the standard difference, the predicted weight will increase as the corrected value of the standard deviation is
reduced. The details of device parameters and bandwidth are displayed as in the Fig.3.
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Fig.3: Details of Bandwidth and device parameters
E. Network and Device-Aware Bayesian Prediction Module (NDBPM)
The SVC hierarchical structure provides scalability of the temporal, spatial and quality dimensions. This
module determines how to choose an appropriate video format according to the available resources of various
devices. For that purpose, the study adopted Bayesian theory to infer whether the video features conformed to the
decoding action. The inference module was based on the following two conditions:
 The LCD brightness does not always change. Users are sensitive to brightness, they dislike video brightness that
repeatedly changes.
 The energy of the mobile device shall be sufficient for playing a full multimedia video full multimedia
servicemust be able to last until the user is satisfied. The bit rate depends on the frame rate and resolution. 
F. Proposed Adaptive Communication and Multi-Layer Content Selection
When the predicted bandwidth state and the Bayesian predictive network are determined, the cloud system
will further determine the communication and the required multimedia video files according to the information.

Communication Decision: A good dynamic communication mechanism can reduce the bandwidth needs
and the power consumption of the device. When the network bandwidth difference is less than a triple standard
deviation, the current network is in a stable state, and bandwidth difference can be corrected gradually.

SVC Multi-Layer Content Decision : SVC is an improvement over traditional H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
coding, as it has higher coding flexibility. Here explain how to determine an appropriate multimedia video streaming
service according to these three major characteristics. First, the appropriate bandwidth interval was determined, in
which the average bandwidth was used as the standard value and each standard deviation was the bandwidth interval
segment. As the communication and prediction mechanisms are constructed, the system will correct the overall
threshold according to the bandwidth variation gradually, in order to avoid the bandwidth boundary exceeding the
practical situation. 
When the bandwidth interval is completed, the appropriate resolution and frame rate can then be
determined as the streaming data. When the mobile device transmits the current network and hardware features to
the cloud environment, the NDAMM will predict the bandwidth at the next time point according to the bandwidth
and standard deviation and will identify whether the bandwidth state is stable or not. The DBPM infers whether the
multimedia video, at different resolutions and frame rates, can complete smooth decoding and whether the hardware
can provide complete video playback services, according to the profile examination and subsequent hardware
features. Finally the video is played. 


V.

Conclusion

In this paper investigated the challenges in multimedia streaming. For mobile multimedia streaming
services, how to provide appropriate multimedia files according to the network and hardware devices is an
interesting subject. In this study, a set of adaptive networks and a device aware QoS approach for interactive mobile
streaming was proposed, which provide efficient self-adaptive multimedia streaming services for varying bandwidth
environments. Based on the device parameters and bandwidth the appropriate file format is selected. Hence the
power and bandwidth are efficiently utilized. This adjusts the interactive transmission frequency and the dynamic
multimedia transcoding, to avoid the waste of bandwidth and terminal power.
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